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SYNOPSIS

The influence of corticosteroids on hippocampus-dependent learning and memory processes is now indisputable. On the other hand, closer scrutiny of early studies together with interpretations from newer studies would suggest that the proposition that corticosteroid-induced hippocampal cell death accounts fully for the associated cognitive deficits is only partially correct. Firstly, it is now clear that a specific sub-population of hippocampal neurons, the granule cells of the dentate gyrus, is more sensitive to changes in the corticosteroid environment; this fact raises the interesting question of what might be the unique properties of granule cells that render them more vulnerable to these hormones, since virtually all hippo-

Abbreviations:
ACTH: adrenocorticotropic hormone; ADX: adrenalectomy; ALDO: aldosterone; AP-1: activator protein 1; BDNF: brain-derived growth factor; bFGF: basic fibroblast growth factor; bFGFR: basic fibroblast growth factor receptor; CA1 and CA3: fields of hippocampus; CORT: corticosterone; CRF: corticotropin-releasing factor; DEX: dexamethasone; DST: dexamethasone suppression test; GLUT: glucose transporters; GR: glucocorticoid receptor or type II receptor; HPA: hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal; HRE: hormone responsive elements; 5-HT: 5-hydroxytryptamine or serotonin; IGF-1: insulin growth factor-1; LTD: long-term depression; LTP: long-term potentiation; MAP kinase: mitogen-activated kinase; MFCA3: mossy fiber-CA3; MR: mineralocorticoid receptor or type I receptor; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; NF-kB: nuclear factor-kB; NGF: nerve growth factor; NMDA: N-methyl-D-aspartate; NOS: nitric oxide synthase; NR2A and NR2B: subunits of NMDA receptors; NT3 and NT4/5: neurotrophins; p75NTR: 75 neurotrophin receptor; PBP: primed-burst potentiation; PI3-kinease: phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase; PKB/Akt: protein kinase B; PTSD: post-traumatic stress disorder; ROS: reactive oxygen species; Trk: tyrosine kinase; TUNEL: terminal transferase-mediated dUTP-biotin nick end labeling.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Investigating the actions of corticosteroids in the hippocampus has occupied a large number of neurobiologists over the last decade, with impetus for interest and activity in this area stemming from the descriptions by Aus der Muhlen and Ockenfels /10/ that pharmacological doses of hydrocortisone lead to degeneration of hippocampal pyramidal cells in the guinea-pig and Philip Landfield’s laboratory /105/ that plasma corticosterone levels and adrenal weight are positively correlated with hippocampal aging, as measured by astrocyte hypertrophy in the rat. Landfield et al. /103/ also showed that elimination of circulating glucocorticoids (by adrenalectomy [ADX]) in young adult rats prevented neuronal loss during senescence. Seminal reviews by Munck et al. /150/ and Sapolsky et al. /187/, which revitalized interest and inspired closer examination of Hans Selye’s ‘General Adaptation Syndrome’ and the pathophysiological role of glucocorticoids (for a review see McEwen /130/), also played no small part in generating research into how adrenocortical secretions influence hippocampal structure and function.

A commentary in 1996 by Sapolsky in Science /184/, entitled ‘Why stress is bad for your brain’, probably best sums up the negative view in most people’s minds about the effects of glucocorticoids on the hippocampus, a brain area implicated in the regulation of a number of behavioral and neuroendocrine functions. As emphasized below, the stress response per se is good for the organism; however, as pointed out by numerous authors (see Munck et al. /150/ and Sapolsky et al. /187/), the inability to adapt to a stressor can lead to deleterious effects in the hippocampus and the organism as a whole. It also needs to be remembered that the stress response involves myriad neurochemical changes besides the well-known alterations in glucocorticoid secretion. In fact, glucocorticoids or, more correctly, corticosteroids, which signal through at least two distinct nuclear receptors, have the potential to exert different actions, a concept embodied in de Kloet’s ‘pendulum hypothesis’ /40/ and the review by de Kloet et al. entitled ‘Stress and cognition: Are corticosteroids good or bad guys?’ /41/.

It is fitting to state at the outset that, although increased adrenocortical activity is part of the stress response, the mere elevation of plasma levels of corticosteroid hormones (e.g. pharmacologically) does not produce a state equivalent to stress. The term ‘stress’ in fact refers to the organism’s attempt to mount an ‘adaptive’ (beneficial) response to aversive stimuli in order to maintain or restore homeostasis. Different sensory and motor systems will be differentially activated depending on the quality and intensity of stressful (aversive) stimuli, and the magnitude and duration of the stress response will be influenced by the ‘context’ of the stimulus (experience, mood, age, environmental factors). Thus, extreme caution is necessary before generalizing about the effects of one particular ‘stress’.

Since stress elicits primarily adaptive responses, it cannot be harmful. On the other hand, as recognized by Selye /193/ and noted above, in the
event that adequate adaptive mechanisms cannot be recruited, chronic stress will result in a state of chronic hypercortical and deleterious effects, including immune suppression and a variety of mental disturbances /11,76,77,133,235/. Indeed, it has been argued that stress is detrimental for the brain on the basis of observations that patients with Cushing's syndrome /207,208/ or major depression /24,195/ have significantly reduced hippocampal volumes which correlate negatively with corticosteroid exposure. In addition, the size of the hippocampus is reduced in individuals suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) /25/. At best, the examples cited provide only correlative evidence for a causal role of corticosteroids in reduced hippocampal size, and a valid criticism that may be leveled against these studies is that they all employed magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques, which do not (yet) permit definitive differentiation between cellular and extracellular fluid volumes. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that other studies have shown an association between cognitive impairment and reduced hippocampal volumes /46,66,173/; the latter correlating with high circulating corticosteroid levels /117,118, 151/. Perhaps the data from patients with PTSD represent the most intriguing of the above-mentioned examples. Some time after exposure to the triggering traumatic stimulus, these individuals develop hypocortisolemia /238,239/. While it has been proposed that the initial stress-associated hypersecretion of corticosteroids is most probably responsible for the lasting detrimental effects on hippocampal size, this reasoning is difficult to reconcile with the well-documented reversibility of high corticosteroid effects on hippocampal volume and cognition after surgical or pharmacological treatment of patients with Cushing's syndrome /208/ in whom the duration of exposure to supra-physiological levels of cortisol would be expected to be much greater than in patients with PTSD. A reappraisal of these findings, in testable animal models and in the context of the sensory and, ultimately, neurochemical inputs upon exposure to stress, can be expected to help resolve this apparent enigma.

To bring the present state of knowledge into perspective, and hopefully to identify issues still to be clarified, this article attempts to review critically the neuroanatomical and pharmacological specificity of corticosteroid actions in the hippocampus and their possible functional significance. In addition to discussing issues that may help resolve questions relating to the interpretation of published studies on corticosteroid effects upon hippocampal cell survival and plasticity, we also discuss the role of corticosteroids in hippocampal cell birth (neurogenesis), a field pioneered by Elisabeth Gould, Bruce McEwen and colleagues. Neurogenesis represents a challenging part of modern neurobiology not only because one intuitively thinks that more neurons contribute to a 'better brain', but also because cell death and birth, together with cell differentiation and plasticity (neurochemical, morphological and electrophysiological), are all inter-related and constitute essential processes in the life of a cell.

2. CORTICOSTEROIDS AND THEIR RECEPTORS

The adrenal gland, first described by Bartholomaeus Eustachius in 1563, is the source of the principal corticosteroids, namely cortisol, corticosterone and aldosterone. Like all other steroid hormones, these small molecules (typically ca. 300 Da) are derived from cholesterol and pregnenolone following a series of enzymatic conversions /7/. The synthesis and secretion of cortisol (the predominant adrenocortical hormone found in humans and most other mammals) and corticosterone (principal adrenocorticoid in rodents and lagomorphs) is governed by adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), released from the anterior pituitary, which in turn is controlled by hypothalamic corticotropin-releasing factor(s) (CRF) /234/. This top-down control of adrenocortical function is complemented by negative feedback mechanisms exerted by corticosteroids via corticosteroid receptors at the pituitary and hypothalamic levels /73,234/, but also at the level of the hippocampus /74,82,95,96/. The experience of a stressful stimulus leads to increased CRF-ACTH-corticosteroid secretion, thereby restoring homeostasis. The threshold of the stress response may vary with age, as indicated by the higher and prolonged hormonal responses observed in many
aged individuals /81,146/, the latter changes being ascribed to impaired negative feedback mechanisms /49,81,146/. It is relevant to point out that, contrary to the widely-held view, aged subjects do not apparently secrete more corticosterone under basal conditions, as revealed by systematic analyses in humans /126/, non-human primates /224/ and rodents /70/. Also important to mention within the framework of this review are reports of causal associations between increased adrenocortical activity and cognitive and mood disorders /11,76, 117,118,130,135,235/. As discussed below, it still remains to be established whether the changes in corticosteroid levels are causal, consequential or simply secondary events in these pathological states.

Being small lipophilic molecules, corticosteroids can access the brain /136/. Administration of radioactively-labeled corticosteroids resulted in brain area-selective retention of label, with the highest signal being found in the hippocampus (see McEwen et al. /134/ for a review). In a landmark study on the rat brain, Reul and de Kloet /174/ reported that corticosterone binds with different affinities to two different receptors; they showed that a subpopulation of receptors, predominantly found in the septum and hippocampus, demonstrated a higher affinity (6-10 fold more) for corticosterone. Subsequent cloning studies revealed full homologies between the high affinity and low affinity central corticosteroid receptors and peripheral mineralocorticoid (MR) and glucocorticoid (GR) receptors, respectively /8,75/. In vitro studies showed that the high affinity binding site in brain can bind aldosterone, suggesting that central MR might be activated by either corticosterone or aldosterone /174/. However, as revealed by Funder /55/, the endogenous production of aldosterone only provides sufficient concentrations of this ligand in the vicinity of renal MR; thus, the 'promiscuous' behavior of cerebral MR is determined by ligand availability rather than tissue selectivity. To embrace this subtle, but fundamental difference - one ligand, two receptors - the terms type I corticosteroid receptor and type II corticosteroid receptor were suggested as more appropriate descriptors of central MR and GR, respectively /99/. Our current understanding of the actions mediated by the two receptors has been aided by exploiting the high selectivity of aldosterone for the MR and dexamethasone (DEX) and RU28362 for the GR, and antagonists such as spironolactone or RU28318 (MR) and RU38486 (GR). Further insights into the biological actions of MR and GR are beginning to be gained from various MR and GR gain- and loss-of-function mouse models /106,112,172/.

The differing affinities of the two corticosteroid receptors means that MR are predominantly occupied during periods when corticosteroid levels are low, whereas GR only become occupied when corticosteroid secretion increases above a certain threshold (e.g. during stress or in pathological conditions) /40,84,85,174/. The pharmacological binding properties of cerebral MR and GR for endogenous ligands, such as corticosterone, may be important for the interpretation of experimental results emerging from experiments in which hormone supplementation may result in gradual increases in ligand availability (e.g. see Sousa et al. /204/). Such considerations must also be kept in mind, of course, when the effects of commonly-used therapeutic corticosteroids (e.g. prednisone which shows affinity for both receptors) are being studied. At this stage, it is also pertinent to mention the demonstration of a highly effective biochemical mechanism that can prevent excessive stimulation of GR /192/. These authors have clearly demonstrated that the enzyme 11β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (11β-HSD) type 1 increases local glucocorticoid concentrations in several brain areas, including the hippocampus, while 11β-HSD type 2 can convert potent glucocorticoids to weaker or inactive forms.

Like other members of the steroid-thyroid hormone receptor family, MR and GR are ligand-regulated transcription factors. Since their cloning /8,75,161/, our knowledge about their structure, distribution, and signaling modes has grown considerably. GR are widely distributed throughout the brain, but are particularly concentrated in the hippocampus, hypotalamus and lower brainstem /2,34,56/. MR are almost exclusively confined to the hippocampus and other limbic structures, such as the septum, medial amygdala, the olfactory nucleus and some hypothalamic nuclei /3,222/.

REVIEWS IN THE NEUROSCIENCES
Within the hippocampal formation, subfield-specific differences in MR and GR concentration profiles have been described: MR levels are high in CA1 pyramidal layer ≈ granule cell layer (dentate gyrus) > CA3 pyramidal layer, and GR are concentrated in the CA1 ≈ dentate gyrus >> CA3 /147,174,222/. The functional significance, if any, of these differential patterns of receptor distribution may be inferred from the known functions of the particular brain nuclei displaying high levels of MR and GR expression and/or ligand binding. The fact that high receptor densities occur in brain regions serving as ‘sensors’ and ‘pacemakers’ within neural circuits controlling the transduction of adrenergic signals into behavioral responses (hypothalamus and septo-hippocampal complex) and, at the same time, those brain areas which store and compare the cognitive-emotional context of environmental stimuli (amygdala, septo-hippocampal complex), cannot be ignored. Integration of information within these circuits most probably contributes to ‘decisions’ about the appropriate amplitude and duration of pituitary-adrenal and behavioral responses to a particular homeostatic threat. At this juncture, it may be important to point out that while the described patterns of MR and GR occurrence in the various hippocampal subdivisions may serve as eventual predictors of function, they do not necessarily reflect the receptor repertoire of individual cells in any region; furthermore, it is still not known as to what extent receptor composition (concentration of individual receptors or co-localization of MR and GR in the same cell) determines the fate of a particular cell to changes in the corticosteroid milieu.

Agonist occupation leads to GR translocation from the cytoplasm to the nuclear compartment /216/. Heat shock (or chaperone) proteins such as hsp90 and hsp56 help to retain unbound GR in the cytoplasm and, at the same time, appear to contribute to the receptor’s high affinity for ligand /52,164/. Less is known about the activation and dynamics of MR; however, immunolocalization studies indicate that MR may be present in both cytoplasmic and nuclear compartments, even in the absence of ligand /115,154/. As is the case for other nuclear receptors, MR and GR form (homo)dimers before attachment to specific palindromic DNA sequences (hormone response elements [HRE]) /17, 52,92,124,216/. However, MR-GR heterodimerization has also been reported, thus increasing the spectrum of potential transcriptional events /32, 213,214/. Binding of receptor dimers to the HRE represents only a first step in the transcriptional processes initiated by ligand-dependent transcriptional factors such as GR and MR. As described in several reviews /17,52,216,241/, these processes are governed by numerous factors including the numeric presence of HRE, spatial relationships between the HRE and relevant promoters on the corresponding gene(s), the interposition of various components of the transcription initiation complex, and interactions with a host of general and intermediary transcription factors (co-activators and co-repressors). Moreover, the ability of at least the GR to influence the transcriptional activity of other transcription factors, such as activator protein 1 (AP-1) /80,218/ and nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) /12,219,220/ by trans-activation and -repression, allows corticosteroid receptors to influence genes which lack a cognate HRE. In addition, it should be noted that although corticosteroids are best known in their role as modulators of genomic function, there is growing evidence that these steroids may also alter cellular activity by acting at membrane-bound receptors /123/. The intracellular signal transduction pathways involved in membrane-mediated corticosteroid actions are just beginning to be described; recent studies suggest the involvement of mitogen-activated kinase (MAP kinase) cascades /110/.

3. BROAD OVERVIEW OF THE CEREBRAL ACTIONS OF CORTICOSTEROIDS

Thomas Addison’s studies in humans (1855) and those by Charles Brown-Séquard in animals (1856) demonstrated the indispensability of the adrenal glands for survival. Describing the now rare condition of adrenal insufficiency (Addison’s disease), Addison noted an association between a variety of metabolic symptoms, including some involving brain dysfunction, e.g. anorexia, nausea, amenorrhea and loss of libido, and apathy. Later, Walter Cannon’s (1939) introduction of the concept of homeostasis provided a better appreciation of the
broader physiological significance of corticosteroids. It is of relevance to note here that Sloviter and colleagues showed in 1989 that ADX in rats, an experimental model closely resembling Addison's disease, results in a marked loss of granule cells in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus /198/. Indeed, loss of granule cells has also been reported in a case of untreated Addison's disease /119/.

Evidence for adrenocortical hormone influences on brain function is provided by another, albeit opposite, experiment of nature. In Cushing's disease (first described by William Cushing in 1932), corticosteroid hypersecretion occurs secondary to an ACTH-producing pituitary tumor (adenoma). Neuropsychological testing in patients with this ailment show impaired cognition but the impairment can be reversed upon chemical inhibition or surgical removal of the tumor /208/. Philip Hench's (1950) Nobel Prize-winning observations on the anti-inflammatory actions of corticosteroids heralded the still-reigning era of synthetic corticosteroids in the treatment of autoimmune and inflammatory and certain oncological diseases. The over-zealous application of corticosteroids in these conditions results in Cushing's syndrome, which may include severe metabolic and behavioral disorders /27,200,235/. There is now considerable experimental evidence that exposure to elevated corticosteroid levels can influence reproductive behavior and hormone secretion, mood, learning and memory, as well as hippocampal cell birth and survival; in humans, the last has been inferred from gross changes in hippocampal volume as measured by MRI /117,118,235/.

Bi-directional influences of corticosteroids and stress on cognition are well recognized /41,135/. Thus, in both experimental animals and humans, acute instances of emotional arousal or stress enhance memory processes, while prolonged stimuli lead to an impairment of cognitive performance. A number of studies have shown that MR and GR exert specific and independent actions on cognition, and further that improved cognitive performance relies on the appropriate balance of MR and GR activation /41/. Thus, while MR activation appears to be important for the acquisition of information about novel stimuli as well as for the recruitment of appropriate behavioral responses to a particular stimulus, GR activation seems to play a crucial role in memory consolidation /155-157/. Importantly, however, supplementary activation of GR by stimuli that remain outside the scope of an appropriate behavioral response can impair the consolidation process /179,180/. These learning/memory processes have well-characterized electrophysiological correlates /16,20,21/, and their modulation by corticosteroids may not be surprising in light of the ability of corticosteroids to influence neuronal membrane potentials /84/.

Corticosteroids produce biphasic effects on long-term potentiation (LTP) and primed-burst potentiation (PBP) as well as on long-term depression (LTD) in the hippocampus. LTP represents the electrophysiological correlate of synaptic reinforcement, whereas LTD is thought to represent an opposite phenomenon /16,20,21/. Maximal LTP induction is observed during MR occupation /43,162,175/. In contrast, when MR are unoccupied (e.g. in the ADX state) or when GR are stimulated (e.g. during stress), there is a marked impoverishment of LTP in favor of LTD /37,43/. In summary, whereas stress-induced levels of adrenal steroids inhibit LTP, lower concentrations of the hormone, such as those observed under basal conditions, enhance plasticity. From the preceding, it thus emerges that corticosteroids may play the role of "double agents" or "good guys and bad guys" in the hippocampus. The duality of corticosteroid receptors is pivotal to our understanding of the role of corticosteroids in the physiology and pathology of the brain.

4. MAJOR BIOCHEMICAL SUBSTRATES MEDIATING CORTICOSTEROID ACTIONS ON HIPPOCAMPAL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

Over the years, a number of neurobiochemical events have been suggested to mediate corticosteroid effects in the brain. Here, we focus on those changes which may have an impact on the morphology of the various hippocampal subfields, and subsequently on hippocampal function. Prominent among the proposed mechanisms is the ability of corticosteroids (glucocorticoids) to modulate
glucose uptake /183/. Energy supply is an important issue since neurons are particularly vulnerable to energy crises due to their limited energy storage capacity. Deprivation of glucocorticoids by ADX increases glucose utilization /87/ and, simultaneously, increases cerebral blood flow /50/, with a concomitant decrease in cerebral glucogenesis /163/. On the other hand, elevated glucocorticoid levels reduce glucose availability to neurons /45/, most probably due to GR-mediated changes in the expression of glucose transporters in the blood-brain barrier (GLUT-1) and neuronal membranes (GLUT-3) /78,168,183/. Recent studies by Reagan et al. /169/ have shown that GLUT-3 activity decreases during stress, an event accompanied by high glucocorticoid secretion, increased lipid peroxidation and an accumulation of hydroxy- nonenal; upon conjugation with GLUT-3, hydroxy- nonenal carries GLUT-3 to the neuronal cytoplasm, thus impairing glucose uptake processes at the cell membrane. Energy crises produced in this manner have been proposed to play a significant role in making neurons more vulnerable to other insults, such as excitotoxins and reactive oxygen species (ROS) /170,183/.

Corticosteroids have also been described to exert an influence over the synthesis of several neurotransmitters and the density and/or signaling efficiency of neurotransmitter receptors of particular interest to the central theme of this review (see /83,84,183/). For example, high corticosteroid levels exacerbate the toxicity of glutamate, the primary excitatory neurotransmitter in the CNS /188,210/. Since energy-dependent glutamate transporters represent the main mechanism by which glutamate activity can be terminated (via astrocytic uptake) at the postsynaptic site /226/, any energy deficit (e.g. as a result of excessive glucocorticoid levels) will result in an accumulation of glutamate within the neuron. This leads to the triggering of a neuro-excitotoxic cascade (increased intracellular Ca²⁺ levels, leading to a stimulation of proteases, nucleases and lipases, as well as of nitric oxide synthase which leads to the generation of nitric oxide-derived free radicals) /47,170,183/. Such events have been indicated to occur during stress-associated cytoskeletal damage and neuronal atrophy, the latter effects being diminished by the application of excitatory amino acid antagonists /120,131/. In further support of the involvement of glutamate in stress-induced changes in the hippocampal formation, recent studies /60,61/ have shown that blockade of N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors disinhibits the reduction of neurogenesis in the hippocampus seen after stress (high corticosteroid secretion).

Alterations of the corticosteroid milieu also influence glutamatergic transmission through other mechanisms. For example, Doi et al. /44/ showed that excitability in the glutamatergic Schaffer collaterals (which project from the CA3 to CA1 pyramidal fields in the hippocampus) is attenuated by ADX in a corticosterone-reversible manner. These results are supported by other studies which report that high levels of corticosteroids increase /209/, whereas ADX decreases /115,145/, basal and kainic acid-induced glutamate concentrations in the hippocampus. Furthermore, chronic exposure to glucocorticoids has been shown to influence the expression of NMDA receptor subunits (NR2A and NR2B subunits) in the hippocampus /232/. Hippocampal kainate receptors, which stimulate glutamate release and are located at presynaptic terminals of the mossy fibers which project from granule cells to the CA3 area, are also subject to upregulation by corticosteroids and downregulation by ADX /231/.

Besides the above-mentioned role of Ca²⁺ in the glutamatergic-induced excitotoxic cascade, experimental evidence also suggests that glucocorticoids may per se enhance the postsynaptic Ca²⁺ tone by influencing phosphoinositide metabolism and, therefore, the mobilization of intracellular Ca²⁺ stores /98/. Apart from these alterations in the postsynaptic Ca²⁺ tone, it is important to mention that an important aspect of corticosteroid actions in the hippocampus involves the ability of adrenal corticosteroids to modulate voltage-gated Ca²⁺ currents in dentate granule and CA1 hippocampal neurons /83,90,91/. Alterations in Ca²⁺ flux have been suggested to contribute to the vulnerability of granule cells to undergo apoptosis after variations in the corticosteroid milieu /90/. However, it is difficult to reconcile these changes in Ca²⁺ currents (which are similar in dentate granule and CA1 pyramidal cells) with the different vulnerability of
these neuronal populations to death.

Reactive oxygen species (ROS, or free radicals), well known for their potential to cause lipid peroxidation and/or DNA damage, have been amply implicated in neuronal cell death, and glucocorticoids have been demonstrated to amplify ROS-induced cell death /19,139/. The latter has been proposed to result from the ability of glucocorticoids to decrease neuronal defenses against oxidative stress, e.g., by inhibiting the activity of the anti-oxidant enzymes superoxide dismutase, catalase and glutathione peroxidase /137,138/. In addition, there is evidence suggesting that glucocorticoids themselves may lead to increased ROS generation /138,139/, most probably due to the accumulation of high intracellular Ca^{2+} levels. The latter may include activation of nitric oxide synthase (NOS), and thus the production of a series of ROS /29,159/. However, it should be noted that this latter mechanism is still contentious insofar as some authors claim that glucocorticoids inhibit NOS activity in the hippocampus /114,171/.

A number of growth factors have been implicated as targets of corticosteroids. These include the neurotrophins (nerve growth factor [NGF], brain-derived nerve growth factor [BDNF], neurotrophin 3 [NT3], and neurotrophin 4/5 [NT4/5]), all of which are associated with either neuronal survival or plasticity, including learning and memory (see /109,111,127,189,211/ for review). The neurotrophins signal through one or more tyrosine kinase (Trk) receptors, namely TrkA receptors (NGF and to a lesser extent, NT3), TrkB receptors (BDNF and NT4/5) and TrkC receptors (NT3). In contrast with these high-affinity neurotrophin receptors, all neurotrophins also bind to the p75 neurotrophin receptor (p75NTR). This low affinity receptor can paradoxically induce apoptosis, a property most likely related to the fact that p75NTR contains an intranuclear domain which shows significant homology with the ‘death domain’ of other members of the tumor necrosis factor family to which p75NTR itself belongs /31,42,140/. From the available literature, it is difficult to gain a consensus view on the influence of corticosteroids upon neurotrophin and neurotrophin receptor expression, probably because many neurotrophin responses occur only transiently and, thus, may be missed or misinterpreted in the majority of chronic studies (see Kuroda and McEwen /102/). Due to space constraints, the reader is referred to a recent comprehensive study of this subject by Hansson et al. /67/. However, it is of interest to note here that high corticosteroid levels have been described to attenuate BDNF and NGF synthesis in the brain /152,190,199,217/. Given that variations in the corticosteroid milieu compromise the fine structure of hippocampal neurons (see Section 6), a causal relationship between corticosteroids and neurotrophins and the maintenance of the structural integrity of the hippocampus seems likely. Interestingly, Trk receptors are apparently not influenced by either elevated (stress-induced) or diminished (ADX) levels of corticosteroids /30,199/, although low (MR activating?) doses of corticosterone reportedly upregulate trkB mRNA transcripts in all hippocampal subfields /190/. The potential importance of the latter observations may be considerable in light of the emerging view that MR mediate neuroprotective effects, at least in the dentate gyrus (see Section 5).

Another neurotrophic factor, basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), which has been shown to play a prominent role in the differentiation of newly-born hippocampal cells /101/, also responds to variations in the corticosteroid environment /30,67,176/. In light of the influence of corticosteroids on neuronal birth and survival, it is useful to consider a recent report that acute treatment with either MR or GR ligands results in significant increases in bFGF mRNA levels throughout the hippocampus, whereas ADX produces the opposite effect /67/. As discussed below, ADX results in increased cell proliferation as well as concomitant apoptosis in the dentate gyrus. Given that bFGF is a potent neurodifferentiation factor, it will be interesting to better define the role of corticosteroid-associated changes in bFGF availability on the fate of newly-born dentate cells. From the bFGF results just described, one might predict that few of the cells generated in response to ADX would differentiate into fully-differentiated neurons, although several studies have shown the expression of neuronal markers in such cells. On the other hand, since changes in receptor availability may play a more prominent functional role than ligands.
it is interesting to note that Hansson et al. /67/ observed ADX to acutely induce expression of the bFGF receptors 1 and 3 (bFGF-R1 and bFGF-R3), effects reversed by specific activation of MR and GR (cf. the lack of effects after chronic corticosteroid manipulations reported by Chao and McEwen /30/). Interestingly, that study /67/ also found the expression of FGF-R2 (mainly restricted to glial populations) to be upregulated in several hippocampal subfields (including the dentate gyrus) after MR activation, suggesting a role for MR in the differentiation and survival of dentate neurons. The latter may also be subject to influences by insulin growth factor-I (IGF-I) /33, 148,158,215/, and, indeed, GR activation by DEX has been shown to result in a reduction in the hippocampal levels of this growth factor /1/.

To conclude this section, it needs to be emphasized that the above-cited target molecules may represent only a fraction of the plethora of molecules and pathways that may be involved in mediating corticosteroid actions on hippocampal neurogenesis and survival. To date, it is not yet clearly established whether any of these molecules are direct targets of corticosteroid receptor activation, or which of these mechanisms may operate in any given subpopulation of proliferating, differentiating or dying neurons.

5. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF OBSERVATIONS AScribing HIPPocAMPAL CELL DEATH TO ALTERATIONS IN THE CORTICOSTEROID MILIEU

As outlined in the introductory paragraphs of this review, the origins of the present interest in the effects of corticosteroids on the CNS, and in particular on the hippocampal formation, derive from the correlation between aging, hippocampal degeneration and hypercorticalism. The observations of Landfield et al. /103,105/ qualify as ‘landmark studies’ insofar as they demonstrated that endogenous corticosteroids, whose secretion is governed by natural programs, lead to hippocampal degeneration. Specifically, Landfield’s work pioneered the idea that loss of hippocampal neurons may be directly linked to age-related increases in adrenocortical function /103,105/. Thus, the aging program was considered to include, or at least serve as a risk factor for, hippocampal degeneration, an attractive view considering the well-documented association between increased age, cognitive decline and increased incidence of mood disorders /11,76,117,118,130,135,235/. While the majority of published studies support Landfield’s findings that adrenocortical secretions increase with age /81, 181/, a number of reports show that aged laboratory animals rather show decreased basal corticosteroid levels /70/. Nevertheless, there appears to be general agreement that aged humans and experimental animals show an exaggerated and prolonged adrenocortical response to stressful stimuli /49,81, 146/. The temporally extended responses of aged subjects appear to be causally related to impaired negative feedback in the hippocampal and hypothalamic circuits governing pituitary-adrenal activity, as evidenced by clinical tests, such as the dexamethasone suppression test (DST) /58,153/, and measurements of MR and GR in laboratory animals /49,185/. The vicious circle triggered by aging, in which age-related hippocampal cell loss leads to a reduction in the number of corticosteroid feedback-mediating hippocampal cells and thus a further increase in adrenocortical secretion which, in turn, causes further neuronal death, was elegantly discussed in the review by Sapolsky et al. /187/. This review provided the impetus for our own explorations in this field, although, as will be seen, our and others’ (including the proponents /104,129, 183/) interpretations sometimes differ slightly from the original formulation of the ‘glucocorticoid cascade hypothesis of aging’, at least with respect to hippocampal cell death.

The first study suggesting that elevated corticosteroid levels can result in hippocampal cell death /186/ was followed by a flurry of studies which supported this view /35,108,144,221/. Most significant among these were observations indicating that chronic stress also induced hippocampal cell loss in the (castrated) rat /144/ as well as in non-human primates /221/. In all of those studies, stress- or corticosterone-induced neuronal death, as measured by the presence of pyknotic cells in cresyl violet-stained histological sections, was noted to occur only in the CA3 pyramidal subfield, although no plausible explanation has been given for this subfield-selective effect of stress. In this context, it
is worth noting that even though the CA3 displays significant concentrations of GR, other hippocampal subfields (e.g., dentate gyrus and CA1) express similar (or even higher) GR mRNA and/or corticosteroid binding sites /147,174,222/; this comment also applies to other studies showing that glucocorticoid effects on hippocampal survival occur mainly in the dentate gyrus (see below). The underlying mechanisms aside, it is worth noting that subsequent studies challenged the view that corticosteroid-induced cognitive impairments result from hippocampal cell loss /14,22/.

More recently, stereological methods have been applied to resolve the contentious issue of whether elevated glucocorticoid concentrations can indeed induce neuronal cell loss in the adult rodent and primate hippocampal formation. In fact, neither exogenous corticosterone/cortisol /107,201,205/ nor stress /201,227/ was found to cause a significant loss of hippocampal neurons (Fig. 1), although DEX /204/ treatment led to a reduction in total residual cell numbers in specific hippocampal fields (dentate granule cells > CA3 pyramidal cells) (Fig. 2A). The results from studies employing a different approach (quantification of apoptotic cells by TUNEL [terminal transferase-mediated dUTP-biotin nick end labeling]-histochemistry or silver/methenamine staining) are consistent with these findings /4,70,72/. Moreover, these observations support the view that corticosteroid effects on hippocampal cell survival occur in a ligand/receptor-specific as well as hippocampal subfield-specific fashion.

The present authors employed the synthetic GR agonist DEX in a series of studies in an attempt to analyze the specific role of GR in hippocampal cell death /4,70,204/. The rationale behind the use of DEX was to circumvent the equivocal results produced in experiments using high doses of the endogenous ligand corticosterone which, as described earlier, binds to both MR and GR. Acute administration of DEX was found to cause significant apoptosis within the dentate granule and hilar subfields, the effect being several-fold stronger in aged as compared to young rats /70/. GR activation did not induce apoptosis in any other hippocampal sub-area, an observation confirmed in a subsequent study in which rats were treated with DEX for 10 days /4/.

In contrast to GR, there is growing support for the view that MR play a neuroprotective role. A clear indication for this came from a study by Woolley et al. /237/, who showed blockade of ADX-induced granule cell death by intravenous injections of the prototypic MR agonist aldosterone (as mentioned above, treatment with a pure GR agonist fails to interrupt the effects of ADX). These findings indeed confirm those reported earlier by Sloviter et al. /197,198/ that animals which are only partially ADX, i.e. still have low circulating levels of corticosterone which may be sufficient to occupy MR, fail to display apoptotic cell death in the dentate gyrus. Experiments from the authors' laboratories have also contributed to the hypothesis that MR occupation favors granule cell survival. Thus, these studies have shown that selective MR activation (low doses of corticosterone or aldosterone) does not induce apoptosis /4,70/ in the rat dentate gyrus. On the other hand, the cell death-inducing effects of GR activation by DEX were significantly attenuated by the co-administration of either aldosterone /204/ (Fig. 2B) or low, MR-activating doses of corticosterone /4,70/. Interestingly, the neuronal rescue observed in the latter studies occurred in both young and aged rats, an important point when considered in light of the greater vulnerability of older subjects to DEX-induced apoptosis.

In summary, there is now good evidence that whereas activation of GR leads to hippocampal cell death (most probably apoptotic), activation of MR triggers neuroprotective mechanisms, the latter may be sufficiently powerful to overcome the death associated with GR activation. Together, these observations add weight to de Kloet's 'pendulum hypothesis' /40/ of corticosteroid actions in the hippocampus. Since corticosteroid receptors are primarily transcriptional factors, it is most likely that the above-mentioned MR- and GR-mediated actions result from the activation or repression of specific genes or whole genetic programs; surprisingly, however, there is a notable paucity of information on this issue in the context of hippocampal survival in intact animals. Having obtained evidence that GR activation leads to increased apoptosis among the granule cell
Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the effects of stress or corticosterone treatment, and recovery from these experimental conditions, upon hippocampal structure. Exposure to stress or corticosterone (cort) does not induce hippocampal cell loss but leads to dendritic atrophy in granule and pyramidal cells; these treatments also cause a decrease in the number of MF-CA3 synapses. Normal dendritic morphology and number of MF-CA3 synaptic contacts are observed after a period of recovery (rec) from these experimental conditions.

Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the effects of (A) the glucocorticoid receptor agonist dexamethasone (dex) and (B) dex plus the mineralocorticoid receptor agonist aldosterone (aldo) treatment upon hippocampal structure. The loss of neurons in the granule and CA3 pyramidal fields induced by dexamethasone alone are attenuated by aldosterone.
population of the rat, we recently examined whether these changes were accompanied by alterations in the expression of key pro- and anti-apoptotic molecules /4/. That study strongly indicated that the opposing actions of MR and GR on neuronal survival result from their ability to differentially influence the expression of the anti-apoptotic proteins Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL relative to that of the pro-apoptotic protein Bax. Thus, in both young and old rats, activation of GR with DEX was associated an increase in the ratio of Bax relative to molecules Bcl-2 or Bcl-xL and apoptosis, whereas the opposite effects were observed after stimulation of MR with low doses of corticosterone; furthermore, the expression ratios of these molecules after co-administration of low, MR-activating doses of corticosterone and DEX were compatible with the earlier-described ability of MR activation to subjugate the pro-apoptotic actions of GR stimulation. In the same study, we unequivocally demonstrated the essential contribution of Bax to the GR-activated cell death-signaling cascade, as DEX proved ineffective in stimulating apoptosis in bax knockout mice.

To date, there is no evidence available for direct corticosteroid receptor (MR or GR) regulation of bcl-2, bcl-xL or bax; moreover, none of these genes contain cognate hormone (corticosteroid) response elements in their promoter regions. On the premise that the tumor suppressor protein p53 (also a transcriptional factor) was previously demonstrated to be a direct transcriptional enhancer of bax and repressor of bcl-2 /142,143/, we were interested to know whether occupation of GR and MR differentially influenced hippocampal p53 protein levels. Indeed, we found that p53 expression was oppositely influenced by GR (increased) and MR (decreased) activation /4/, thus providing further clues about the early genetic events underlying MR- and GR-mediated hippocampal cell survival and death.

A role for p53 in ADX-induced apoptosis within the granule cell sub-population of the hippocampus has also been suggested. Indeed, Schreiber et al. /191/ showed that ADX leads to increased hippocampal expression of the mRNA encoding p53, and later demonstrated that mice with a null mutation of the p53 gene show reduced granule cell apoptosis in response to ADX /178/. Studies (in the rat) from one of the authors’ laboratories have shown that ADX-induced changes in p53 expression may ultimately be manifest as increased bax:bcl-2 mRNA ratios which, as in the case of GR stimulation, are associated with granule cell death (Conde et al., unpublished observations). Adding support to the view that members of the Bcl-2 family are critically involved in granule cell death following alterations in the corticosteroid milieu is the fact that, in the latter studies by Condé et al., the alterations in the ratios of bax:bcl-2 were less pronounced in aged rats (which show less severe ADX-induced apoptosis) than in young animals.

Age-related vulnerability may also be a consequence of alterations in the expression of MR and GR. Significant declines in the levels of both receptors have been described to occur during aging, the slope of decline being greater for MR than GR /69,223/. These changes in receptor density may at least partly account for the greater vulnerability of aged subjects to the apoptotic effects following GR occupation /4/. In contrast, the lesser susceptibility of aged rats to ADX-induced apoptosis might result from a more robust expression of anti-apoptotic genes (Condé et al., unpublished observations). Whilst all or most of the necessary neuroprotective mechanisms appear to be intact in aged subjects, older animals may lack the appropriate ‘triggers’ to exploit these mechanisms. On the basis of our previous studies in which low corticosterone therapy aimed to occupy MR proved more effective at protecting aged animals against the apoptosis-inducing effects of GR occupation, as well as observations that basal corticosterone secretion is reduced in aged animals, one may conclude that inadequate activation of MR may be the causal factor in increased hippocampal cell vulnerability.

Although the preceding paragraphs may suggest that the molecular cascades underlying corticosteroid effects on hippocampal cell survival and death are now defined, some cautionary remarks are merited and numerous questions remain open. For example, the nature of GR-p53 interactions still needs to be clarified. In vitro studies have raised a number of possibilities, including physical interactions between GR and p53 /240/, GR-mediated
stabilization of p53/122,194/, and enhancement of the transactival potential of p53 by GR (Crochemore et al., unpublished observations). Furthermore, how does one explain the opposite consequences of MR vs GR occupation on granule cell survival? Can these receptors, hitherto known to bind to an identical hormone response element (HRE), direct gene transcription or repression via other, as yet unknown, DNA binding sites, or does each receptor recruit different co-activator/repressor partners? What is the functional importance of MR/GR heterodimer formation in terms of cell death/survival gene expression? Lastly, how do both the absence of corticosteroids (ADX) and activation of GR lead to the same morphological endpoint in the granule cell layer, i.e. apoptosis, albeit to differing extents? While some of the answers to the differential activation of hippocampal genes by ADX and GR and MR activation may be expected from the application of differential gene display and DNA array assays (see /39,228/), the involvement of non-genomic events should also be considered /123/. This may be especially interesting because some of the metabolic changes induced by glucocorticoids (e.g. increased ROS production, decreased glucose uptake and reduced protein synthesis) closely resemble or parallel some of the changes observed after decreases in MAP kinase and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3-kinase) activities, which have been closely linked to the promotion of cell survival by growth factors; the downstream target of PI3-kinase is a proto-oncogene serine/threonine kinase termed protein kinase B (PKB)/Akt which, by decreasing calpain levels, suppresses caspase activation and subsequent apoptosis /53,88,93/.

Finally, it should be emphasized that, whereas many authors, including ourselves, have worked on the premise that corticosteroids may themselves produce neurotoxic effects, Sapolsky’s work has led to the development of a convincing alternative view. Accordingly, corticosteroids may not be neurotoxic per se, but rather, may render neurons (more) vulnerable to the insults imposed by other agents, such as excitatory amino acids /166,182,210/, ischemia /97,188/, hypoglycemia and anti-metabolite toxins /212/, cholinerigic and serotonergic toxins /6,79,86/, β-amyloid fragment /18,59/, gp-120 glycoprotein of HIV /26,242/ and ROS /138,139/. The last may be particularly important in the context of brain aging when neurons apparently become increasingly exposed and probably more sensitive to free radicals /9,38,68/; increases in ROS are consequences of many diseases showing clear increases in incidence with increased age (e.g. hypertension, diabetes mellitus, dislipidemia).

6. CORTICOSTEROIDS AND FINE STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE HIPPOCAMPAL FORMATION

From the previous section, it seems unlikely that the relatively minor loss of hippocampal cells found following exposure to stress or high corticosteroid levels makes a significant contribution to the decline in cognitive abilities that occurs in association with these conditions. Accordingly, a more recent approach has been to look for other structural correlates of the cognitive deficits observed after chronic hypercorticallism and stress. Changes in neuritic structure were the focus of the these latter studies.

Early studies showed that hypercorticallism (pharmacological or stress-induced) induces atrophy of CA3 pyramidal cell dendrites /54,120,229,230,236/, and more recent work has reported similar effects in all major subdivisions of the hippocampal formation /202/. These newer studies also reported marked synaptic loss in at least one of the links of the intrinsic hippocampal circuitry (the mossy-fiber-CA3 connection) /202/. One may therefore conclude that elevated corticosteroids trigger structural responses within cytoplasmic organelles, dendrites, axons and their synaptic contacts /121,141,202/; importantly, such changes do not necessarily involve the irreversible loss of neurons /201/. Since this interpretation may seem to contradict the previously-described induction of cell death by high corticosteroids, it is important to note that elevation of circulating corticosteroids by either stress or exogenous corticosteroids may cause sufficient, albeit transient, stimulation of cytoprotective MR. This interpretation is consistent with published studies /4,71,204/ in which it was shown that activation of MR prior to exposure to a GR-specific drug (DEX) can attenuate the apoptosis-inducing effects of the GR agonist. In the
case in which dendritic, axonal and/or synaptic losses occur but neuronal soma are spared, it would seem that the balance between MR vs GR occupation is only partially disturbed, thus permitting eventual recovery. Such reasoning might explain how an organism can minimize the impact of certain insults, allowing itself to re-achieve a new equilibrium through adaptation - i.e. it recovers allostatic, as McEwen would put it /130/.

Neuritic alterations of the type described above correlate with behavioral deficits and would appear to serve as the neuroanatomical basis of adaptive mechanisms underlying learning and memory /149,177/. Cellular mechanisms of learning and memory have long been believed to include alterations in dendrites (mainly in spines) and in the number and structure of synapses /167/. The validity of this notion has been explored in a number of quantitative light and electron microscopic studies that, in the majority of cases, showed that the numerical density of synapses was increased as a consequence of learning of novel behaviors. For example, using the brightness discrimination model, an increased density of synapses was observed in the stratum radiatum of CA1 /233/, and increased spine density was seen in the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus of animals exposed to the passive avoidance conditioning paradigm /225/. In the latter setting, the numerical density of dendritic spines per unit volume in the molecular layer of the rat dentate gyrus was also increased /160/. More recent studies have also shown that, despite numerical changes in dendritic spines and synapses, cellular mechanisms of hippocampus-dependent associative learning include the remodeling of existing hippocampal synapses; thus, increases in the area of the postsynaptic density after conditioning were found in axospinous nonperforated synapses; these changes most likely reflect an involvement of signal transduction proteins and the transformation of silent postsynaptic synapses into active ones /57/. In light of these robust correlations between neuritic (dendritic spine and synapse) changes and cognitive performance, it seems warranted to conclude that perturbations of these cellular parameters will result in a diminution of performance in hippocampus-dependent learning tasks.

McEwen recently suggested a provocative, but fascinating, idea: neuronal atrophy observed following sustained hypercorticalism might represent a plastic event that may in fact ensure neuronal protection /132/. He proposed that neuritic atrophy might serve to attenuate the excitotoxic cascade triggered by hypercorticalism, thus hampering the progression of cellular events that would ultimately lead to the demise of the neuron. Obviously, these adaptations would trigger some functional impairment as a result of the accompanying neuritic atrophy and synaptic loss, i.e. here, in contrast to our usual view, plasticity would have negative consequences, but the adaptive advantages of this price would outweigh the cost of irreversible (or hard-to-replace) neuronal loss. An implicit part of this concept is that preservation of the cell body provides for reorganization (re-growth of dendrites and axons and establishment of new synapses) of damaged neuronal circuits after a period of recovery from the insult.

There is growing evidence for the validity of the above proposition. For example, studies in rats have shown that, whereas no significant structural re-organization occurs during or immediately after the termination of elevated corticosteroid levels (by pharmacological means or after the imposition of stressors), significant re-organization does occur within 1 month of withdrawal from the damaging stimulus /202/. This so-called ‘reactive synaptogenesis’ occurs throughout the hippocampal formation and is commensurate with restorations of spatial learning and memory to levels found in control animals /202/ (Fig. 1). Together, the recent findings match well with older observations that hypercorticalism-induced cognitive impairment is a reversible phenomenon /116,135/.

Importantly, regeneration of dendritic, axonal and synaptic elements also seems to be possible after profound neuronal loss, as is observed in the dentate granule cell layer after adrenalectomy /203/. This manipulation is also accompanied by marked collapse of the mossy fiber inputs to the CA3 pyramidal layer. Administration of low doses of corticosterone to adrenalectomized rats can, at least partially, restore the total dendritic length of granule cells and the volume and surface area of the mossy fiber terminals. In addition, corticosterone-
substitution therapy results in complete recovery of the volume of the suprapyramidal bundle, number and surface area of mossy fiber-CA3 synapses, and the surface area of dendritic excrescences /203/ (Fig. 3). These observations on the fine structural adjustments concur with the results of other work showing that behavioral functions impaired by adrenalectomy can be partially reinstated by the administration of corticosterone /36,128/.

The evidence summarized above firmly indicates that alterations of the corticosteroid milieu can induce profound, but largely reversible, changes in the ultrastructural organization of the hippocampal formation; these bi-directional alterations, more than changes in neuron viability, may represent the neuroanatomical correlate of hippocampus-dependent learning and memory. Presently, there is no clear data available as to what neurochemical mechanisms might underlie the fine structural observations described above. However, NMDA and 5-HT receptors appear to be key candidates, since the administration of either NMDA antagonists or serotonin re-uptake inhibitors have been shown to abrogate CA3 dendritic atrophy /120, 229/. Growth factors also seem to be likely mediators in view of data showing that elevated corticosteroid levels (including those produced in response to stress) attenuate hippocampal BDNF and NGF levels and that adrenalectomy results in significant reductions in the levels of NT-3 /13,199/. Interestingly, administration of NT-4/5 (but not NT-3) significantly attenuates the massive neuronal death which occurs in adrenalectomized animals /165/. Lastly, it seems highly plausible that neurotrophins play a major role in the neuritic re-growth seen after recovery from exposure to high corticosteroid levels, because the recovery phase is characterized by an augmentation of neurotrophin synthesis /199/.

7. CORTICOSTEROIDS AND NEURONAL BIRTH IN THE DENTATE GYRUS

It is now firmly established that structural correlates of neural plasticity include synaptic reorganization /57,94,202/; the demonstration that new neurons can also be incorporated into circuits of known functional relevance has added an additional exciting dimension to the field /5,15,51, 61/. The dentate gyrus represents one of a limited number of brain areas in which neurogenesis occurs throughout life within the so-called ‘subgranular’ or ‘germinative’ zone of the dentate gyrus /5,15,100/. It is important to note, however, that the rate of new cell acquisition is not constant, being higher during early stages of life and declining with increasing age /100/. In parallel with the process of neuronal acquisition, neuronal death also occurs in this region of the brain /63-65/. However, it is relevant to mention that, at least during the prenatal period, the rate of neuronal death is approximately one order of magnitude lower than the rate of granule cell acquisition /64,65/. The prolonged period of granule cell proliferation in the dentate gyrus makes it unusually susceptible to experience-dependent
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**Fig. 3:** Schematic representation of the morphologic effects of adrenalectomy and corticosterone replacement upon hippocampal structure. Removal of the adrenals (Adx) leads to granule cell loss but also to dendritic atrophy in surviving neurons and a reduction in the number of mossy fiber (MF)-CA3 synapses. Remarkable neuritic plasticity is manifested after corticosterone replacement therapy; this includes restoration of dendritic lengths and numbers of MF-CA3 synapses to values similar to those found in adrenal-intact subjects.
structural changes /48,61,62,196/. In support of this notion, a strong body of evidence demonstrates that the rate of acquisition, survival and death of new granule cells can be enhanced or diminished by several factors. Amongst positive regulators are estrogens, physical activity and enriched or complex environments /51,61/. On the other hand, deprivation, excitatory inputs, adrenal steroids and stressful experiences are known to decrease the number of newly-generated dentate granule cells /60,61/. Whereas the occurrence of cell birth in the dentate gyrus has been known for a considerable period of time, it is only in the last few years that evidence for corticosteroid regulation of this process has been provided. That evidence points to a negative influence of corticosteroids on neurogenesis, with several studies demonstrating that high levels of corticosteroids, both during the stress-hyporesponse period during early postnatal life and in adulthood, decrease the number of new granule cells /60,61,64/; conversely, the removal of the adrenals, even in the aged rat, restores high levels of cell proliferation in the dentate gyrus /63,64/. Demonstrations showing that blockade of NMDA receptors can attenuate the inhibitory effects of stress on granule cell birth suggest that similar mechanisms may underlie the suppression of neurogenesis by stimulation of GR /60,61/. To date, the role of MR in the regulation of neurogenesis is not known.

It is now known that prolonged corticosterone treatment in early phases of life leads to a reduction in the total number of granule cells (probably due to decreased cell acquisition), but also CA3 pyramidal cells (as a consequence of deafferentation) /205/; these findings accord with earlier reports that hydrocortisone treatment shortens the 'window of neurogenesis' in the granule cell layer of the cerebellum /23/. Interestingly, morphological studies in adult animals which had been treated with corticosterone during early postnatal life indicate that the rate of granule cell acquisition can be restored following normalization of the corticosteroid milieu /205/; thus, it seems justifiable to conclude that the proliferative potential of granule precursor cells is not irreversibly compromised by corticosteroids.

Although several studies have shown that dentate granule cells generated in adulthood do in fact receive synaptic inputs /89/, extend axons into the mossy-fiber pathway /71,100,206/, and express a number of markers of mature neurons /28,125/, it is yet to be established whether these newly-generated neurons simply replace "holes" left by old degenerating neurons or, alternatively, whether they constitute an additive supplement that not only maintains but also extends the potential of hippocampus-dependent functions. Other important and interesting questions still to be addressed with respect to corticosteroid influences on neurogenesis include: (i) How do corticosteroids affect granule progenitor cells in the subgranular zone vs stem cell populations in the subventricular zone that may also contribute to neurogenesis in the hippocampus? (ii) Do the reported effects of corticosteroids relate directly to cell proliferative events, or do they reflect actions on the survival of newly-born cells? and (iii) How do corticosteroids affect other events associated with the generation of new granule neurons (e.g. the migration and differentiation of recently-produced cells)?

8. CONCLUSIONS

Rather than reiterating information accessible in the literature or expounding dogmas, this paper has striven to outline the historical development of interest in the role of corticosteroids in hippocampal structure and function, primarily because it was considered that such a perspective may provide a refreshed understanding of how some of the present-day thoughts on the subject have evolved. One of the other major goals of this work was to inspire further research, especially for newcomers to the field, by raising questions about some of the established concepts (and misconceptions). Thus, for example, a substantial amount of space is dedicated to a discussion of why the oft-made assumption that the stress response can be equated with increased adrenocortical activity is an erroneous one. Many of the early studies in this field were purely descriptive ones, later supplemented with correlations based on loss- and gain-of-function models. Several of the ideas formulated on the basis of the earlier studies eventually failed
to withstand detailed experimental analysis (e.g., that increased corticosteroid secretion and stress lead to hippocampal cell loss). Nevertheless, it cannot be emphasized sufficiently that it was such work that provided the framework for much of what we know about the subject today.

A number of interesting facts has emerged from some of the more recent studies. For example, the duality of corticosteroid receptors has been shown to be of considerable importance in determining hippocampal cell fate (GR as promoters of cell death; MR as mediators of cell survival), complementing other work showing that GR and MR are differentially involved in the acquisition, storage and retrieval of spatial information - cognitive processes for which the hippocampus is best known. These findings lend further support to the previously-advanced view that optimal occupation of MR and GR is pivotal to hippocampal structure and function. Other interesting newer findings include: (i) the demonstration that manipulations of the corticosteroid environment which lead to an imbalance in the activity of corticosteroid receptors induce cell losses in certain hippocampal subfields (dentate gyrus) that had not previously been shown to be sensitive to the degenerative effects of corticosteroids, with reduced MR activity, rather than GR occupation, being the primary cause of neuronal death; (ii) GR may play a crucial role in the structural plasticity of hippocampal neurons; and (iii) the recognition that re-organization of axo-dendritic and synaptic elements may represent the fine structural correlate of corticosteroid-associated plasticity, thus accounting for reversible changes in behavior (Fig. 4).

In the last few years, demonstrations that corticosteroids can influence hippocampal (granule) cell birth have added yet one more facet to the ways in which corticosteroids can contribute to the anatomy of the hippocampal formation. Together with the better-known effects of corticosteroids on neuronal degeneration and dendritic atrophy, these observations open many vistas for studying the mechanisms by which corticosteroids may play a part in determining the life history - genesis, differentiation and death - of at least sub-populations of hippocampal neurons. Obviously, the functional significance as well as the clinical relevance and therapeutic potential of many of the newer discoveries still remain to be established.
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**Fig. 4:** Proposed revised version of the "pendulum hypothesis" of corticosteroid actions in the brain, with special reference to the corticosteroid effects on hippocampal morphology.
Answers to these questions are most likely to come by exploiting a combination of all the currently available physiological (including during aging, stress and recovery from stress), pharmacological and surgical (adrenalectomy) models for examining the role of corticosteroids, since each of these has brought us significant amounts of information in the past.
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